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Pablo 3202
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
COVERING

LEGS

FILLING

COMFORT

FUNCTION

OPTIONS

Leather

Soft Cover

Wood

Metal

Arms

Fiber

Plastic

Seat cushion

Foam

Castors
Fiber
Foam

Back cushion

Upholstered
Fiber
Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Feather

Feather

Firm Comfort

Standard Comfort

Bed

Electric motion

Motion

Removable

Nails

Contrast Stitching

Recliner

Sliding

NOTES
Designer: Claudio Bellini
Heights and volumes make Pablo the icon of contemporary furnishing.
PABLO is the first sofa in the Natuzzi Italia collection with high back and low back modules that
can be mixed together to create contemporary configurations with different comfort. Modules
with high back for those who want to completely relax while also supporting the garment, or
modules with low back for a cooler design.
To allow modularity, the single elements can be put together thanks to the rubber stops under
the legs.
The 576-578 versions have a shelf integrated into the seat via pin. It is made of gray matt
lacquered wood and acts as a comfortable and functional support surface.
The 744-745 versions, in addition to the shelf, are completed by a table with extra white
tempered glass top with a polished edge profile. The stem that holds the glass top is in pewter
colored metal like the feet and the details on the armrest.
EUCAFEEL® is the innovative solution offers many benefits: Best moisture regulation, ideal
warmth control, first class pressure relief and high elasticity. The distinctive EUCAFEEL high
density polyurethane foam, thanks to its specially developed formulation, has maximum
breathability and maximum comfort.
Feet available in metal finishing 80 (pewter)
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